Scarlet Street is a flexible show that can be expanded from a barbershop quartet to a full big band
spectacle. We can perform for up to 40 minutes across one event, which can be separated into smaller
sets to compliment your evening’s schedule.
Whether you are looking for:
- 3-5 minutes: a fetching little a cappella spot to create a buzz at the start of an event
- 2 x 10 minutes or 2 x 20 minutes: several short segments (either a cappella or to track) to
punctuate certain event features
- 40 minutes of glittering production accompanied by a 20-piece big band
For highest impact, a performance length of 3-5 minutes, a cappella or to track, is recommended for us to
wow your crowd and leave them wanting more!
We work with the client to create a bespoke performance that will help them realise their entertainment
vision for the event. Our flexible package allows us to slot perfectly into a variety of events such as award
nights, charity balls, outdoor events, weddings, daytime corporate functions, festivals, dinners and private
parties.
A Cappella Examples…
●
●
●
●
●

Mister Sandman - A classic tune with an iconic intro which always pleases guests
Lollipop - A cheeky little number complete with mouth popping - participation encouraged!
Meghan Trainor Medley - a 90 second medley of ‘Lips are Movin’ and ‘All About That Bass’.
Performed on Sky 1 “Sing: Ultimate A Cappella”
Only Girl in the World - recognisable Rihanna hit with an unexpected twist
Christina Aguilera Medley - a showstopper 3-minute a cappella taking the audience through 6
of Christina’s most recognisable tracks, done in our own brand of Barberpop, of course.

Examples of songs to track or live big band…
●
●
●
●
●

Single Ladies - Beyonce’s number one hit turned on its head for a super swingy showstopper
One Way Or Another - Originally by Blondie and covered by One Direction, this one always
unites the generations in the crowd
Happy - originally by Pharrell, we’ve turned this into a cheeky little jazz number
Don’t Sit Under the Apple Tree - our salute to this wartime classic
Who Do You Think You Are - a number one from the Spice Girls done in our unique Scarlet
Street vibe

